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Due to a supply shortage of flu vaccines, the Health Center will only 
offer the vaccine to students that meet specific requirements.
F l u  s h o t s  s c a r c e
Tawny Grace
MUSTANC DAILY
Peak flu season begins in 
December, and Cal Poly students are 
eager to be vaccinated. Due to a sup­
ply shortage, most students will have 
to head into winter vaccine-tree.
The Health Center will only offer 
the vaccine to registered students who 
meet specific requirements. The vac­
cine will be available starting today, for 
SIO.
Head of Medical Services at the Cal 
Poly Health Center, Burt Cochran, 
said some students have already gone 
home to get the vaccination.
“If you can find it, get it,” Cochran 
said.
The California State Department of 
Health Services said people should 
only get the flu vaccination if they are 
at high risk of contracting the virus. 
As a result, Cochran said the vaccine 
will only be available to registered stu­
dents who can prove they meet one of 
the following requirements;
• Age 65 or older
• Known to have a chronic medical 
condition, such as asthma, lung or 
heart disease, diabetes, kidney disease 
or blood disease
• Receiving immunosuppressive 
medication or other conditions caus­
ing immunosuppression
• Pregnant
• Residents of a nursing home or 
long-term care facility
• Age 18 or younger and receiving 
long-term aspirin therapy
• Healthcare workers involved in 
direct patient care
• Caregivers or household contacts 
for a child younger than six months 
old
The doses w’ill come on a first- 
conie-first-serve basis.
“One student does not come with 
any greater weight,” Cochran said.
Cal Poly normally receives its vac­
cines from two suppliers. This year, 
one of the suppliers discovered a 
defect in its factory while filling vac­
cine viles. As a result, the FDA stopped 
production and called back all the 
viles, Cochran said.
The remaining supplier issued the 
Health Center about 500 of its vaccine 
viles.
“We relegate to begging to the only 
remaining company,” Cochran said.
Not all 500 vaccines will be given 
to students. According to Cochran, all 
Health and Counseling Services staff 
and all student assistants in clinical 
areas who are in contact with Health 
Services patients were offered the flu 
vaccine at no charge.
Projects Coordinator for the Health 
and Counseling Services Bob
see Flu, page 2
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Cal Poly is losing its 
international flavor
Louise Dolby
MUSTANC. DAILY
Three years after the Sept. 11,2001 
terrorist attacks, foreign student 
enrollment has decreased at American 
universities. Cal Poly is no exception.
For the 2(X)l-02 academic year, 
233 international students were 
enrolled at Cal Poly. Since then, the 
numbers have dropped. In 2002-03, 
there were 215 international students, 
193 students in 2(K)3-04 and there are 
157 international students enrolled 
this year.
“The more-restrictive visa poli­
cies, adopted in the wake of the 2001 
terrorist attacks may be dissuading 
talented foreign students from apply­
ing to study in the United States,” 
said Chronicle author Burton Bollag 
in an article in The Chronicle of 
Higher Education.
The new visa policies require stu­
dents to apply in person at the 
United States embassies, and be inter­
viewed by a United States official. 
Getting a visa is difficult for interna­
tional students who do not live near a 
United States consulate, so it seems 
many are not bothering with the has­
sle and are choosing to travel else­
where.
American students are also affected
by stricter security policies since the 
terrorist attacks.
“1 hate sitting in lines at airports 
trying to get through customs and 
security checkpoints since people 
have to take off their shoes and take 
other ridiculous precautions,” mod­
ern languages and literature junior 
Clare Johnson said. “For people going 
to study abroad, it’s a hassle obtaining 
a visa since there are so many things 
you need to send in. 1 have to go take 
an HIV test
short-term exchange students seems 
to be increasing said Barbara Andre of 
International Student Programs at 
Cal Poly.
Andre said foreign countries are 
actually denying visas for some inter­
national students based on their 
appearance. Andre said India will not 
grant visas to young, attractive 
females in fear that they will marry an 
American and not return to their 
see International, page 2
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Poly dub stretdies woridwide
i 6
Amanda Strachan
MUSTANC; DAILY
Students from more than 100 
countries discuss global issues in a 
campus club started at Cal Poly.
The Student World Assembly 
began at Cal Poly in September 
2003. Now 261 universities from
around the world participate _____
in the oiganization.
“Every quarter there’s an 
issue that the entire mem­
bership choose,” said Bud 
Evans, political science pro­
fessor and SWA faculty 
adviser.
The organization offers 
online forums, video conferencing 
and conventions to keep members 
informed.
Participants can introduce or dis­
cuss issues in online forums, then 
deliberate and vote on which items 
they want to focus on.
For Cal Poly students, the benefits 
of SWA go beyond learning the 
process of democracy.
“It really does provide a personal 
interactive experience with people 
from around the world,” speech com­
munications senior Lauren 
Batchelder said.
In July Cal Poly hosted the first
It really does provide a personal 
interactive experience with people 
from around the world.
—  LAUREN BATCHELDER
s p e e c h  c o m m u n i c a t i o n s  s e n i o r
annual SWA conference. Delegates 
fiom more than 16 countries attend­
ed to hear experts speak on global 
issues and debate courses of action.
“It was interesting to see how peo­
ple interacted in an environment of 
debate and come together to find the
commonalities with each other,” 
Batchelder said.
In November, the SWA will host 
Hunger Dinner to create a personal 
understanding of the different aspects 
of hunger.
One percent of the audience will 
be up on stage being served a five 
course meal, 14 percent of the 
audience will be served ham- 
bui^ers, 25 percent will be 
served beans, rice and a soft 
drink and 60 percent get rice 
and water, Evans said.
The percentages of what 
people are served and the 
information that will be pre­
sented at the dinner, come from 
research done by SWA members.
The dinner is open to everyone for 
a S5 donation.
The idea of a Student World 
see World, page 2
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home country.
Along with complicated visa 
requirements and security policies, 
Andre feels American culture is also 
deterring international students from 
wanting to study m the United States.
“Internationally, some people have 
in image of America as being a drug 
ridden and violent culture,” Andre 
said.
Andre described the “cowboy 
mentality,” that everybody in America 
has a gun, as another deterrent for 
international students. After seeing 
school shootings like the 1W9 
Columbine High School shooting in 
Littleton, Colo., Andre thinks it is jus­
tifiable that international students 
view American society as unsafe.
According to Susan Tripp, the 
SEVIS Data Coordinator on campus, 
there are other factors aside from the 
aftermath of the terrorist attacks and 
general American violence that are 
factors in why international students 
choose not to study in the United 
States. For example, domestic univer­
sities only offer a select few majors 
for international students to enroll in.
“There is a technology alert list 
that won’t let some international stu­
dents apply for certain majors like 
biochemistry and aerospace engi­
neering,” Tripp said.
Tripp explained that some univer­
sity officials are afraid teaching inter­
national students skills, like those 
learned in aerospace engineering, 
may mean they can bring their 
knowledge back to their home coun­
tries and possibly use it against the 
United States in the future.
Other contributing factors to the 
decline in international students in 
America include the economic 
downturn since Sept. 11, and recruit­
ment by other developing nations.
Because of economic problems, 
schools are seeing a reduction in 
applications, causing a greater accep­
tance rate for the students who do 
apply since going through the hassle 
means they are truly serious about 
studying outside of the cpptitry. 
However, the cost of uaveltng, living 
and paying tuition in another coun­
try IS discouraging. ^
“Students will go to school where
they get a scholarship,”Andre said.“A 
lot of students are discouraged from 
coming to C'al Poly since it is so dif­
ficult to get
The Students that do take the time 
to put in the effort to obtain a visa 
and study internationally tend to be 
mainly from Europe and the l a^cific 
Kim, with fewer students from South 
America and Africa! Andre said this is 
due to the lack of language classes 
offered at Cal Poly. ^
>*^“We need tg putjnorc emphasis 
on language clas.s^ ,*’.A n ^  said. “A 
lot of uniyemties »^commoda- 
tions for us since speak English, 
but^we really only ctHStr Spanish, 
French and German, ft » a weakness 
^f Americana l^at uve don’t know 
more langi^gi!»>;
Since othca*' Oiiiversities such as 
Australia, .iCah.I da and the United 
Kingdom are recruiting international 
students and do not have the strict 
visa policies, students tend to be opt­
ing for studying in those countries as 
opposed to the United States. Cal 
Poly has never recruited outside the 
'U.S. or even outside the state of 
California, Andre said.
“It’s hard to tell whether it’s eco­
nomics or the hassle of getting a visa 
that is causing the decrease in inter­
national students,” Andre said. “There 
was worldwide sympathy after 9/11, 
but we lost their favor after invading 
Iraq. A lot of countries do not agree 
with our foreign relations policy and 
they aren’t happy about what we’re 
doing in Iraq, so what we are experi­
encing IS a trickle-down effect. The 
damage is done Everyone else is 
globalizing and here we are shutting 
our doors. 1 believe when the coun­
try feels the economic loss of interna­
tional students, the current laws and 
policies are going to turn around 
because that’s a major source of 
income for the U.S. Once America 
figures out how much this is costing 
people, they will change.”
World
continued from  page I 
Assembly began at Cal Poly as a pilot 
program. Canadian businessman Paul 
Kaynault has been working for years to 
build a non-government assembly that 
represents citizens much like the U.N. 
represents countries.
The SWA has passed two resolutions 
through its democratic process, one on 
Global Environmental Sustainability 
and another on armed conflict.
Anyone interested in joining SWA 
can do so through their Web site at 
www.studentworldassembIy.org. Cal 
Poly’s SWA chapter meets every other 
Tuesday at 6 p.m. in building 53, room 
201.
Flu
continuedfrvm page /
Negranti said there are about 75 to 
loo doses available to registered stu­
dents and possibly more depending on 
how many people m the Health 
(!enter were vaccinated.
“Many employees here in this 
building did go out and get the vac­
cine on their own,” Negranti said. 
“Now that it is .nailable at the Health 
(!enter, some people no longer need 
it.”
The flu is a virus that spreads from 
one infected person to the nose or 
throat of another and causes an aver­
age of .fo.OOO deaths a year in the 
United States, according to the 
Department of Health and Human
Services.
The flu vaccine begins working 
two weeks after a person gets the 
shot and can last for up to a year, 
said the Department of Health and 
Human Services.
People who are vaccinated may 
still get the flu, but it will not be as 
severe.
Did you know that an infraction for using 
marijuana or other drugs, including alcohol, 
could cost you your driving privilege for a year?
Don't plead guilty until you t^ k  to a lawyer! 
Call for a free initial consultation today,
5 4 4 -7 6 9 3
www.stulberg.com
A uonuiy*tU «f
•  A gsressive
• (Effective
• Affordable
S#4-7693
www.stultwrg.com
I
E M E R G E N C Y  C A R D
If arrested present this card
Officer I am exercising 
my right to remain silent 
My lawyer is Jeffrey D 
Stulberg I want to make a 
phone call right now
Caf Out & Carry Wdh You
UNDER FOUR?OR HiniNG THE FLOOR?
69% of students never injure themselves due to drinking. The average CP student drinks less than 4 in a sitting.
Based on a survey collected by Cal Roly Reality of SI? randomly selactad CalRoly students witfi an error margin of t-/- 5%
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SAN DIEGO — Muslim busi­
ness leaders in a San Diego neigh­
borhood ebeered Wednesday to 
find banners celebrating the holy 
month of Kamadan hanging from 
light posts as they drove tt) work. 
The 16 green and white banners 
were restored following protests 
over a city decision to remove 
them.
Abdur-Rahim Hameeil, presi­
dent of the Black (h)mractors 
Association, said he was surprised 
to see the banners — with the 
words Ramadan Mubarak, or 
Blessed Ramailan around a star and 
crescent moon.
“ I crietl with joy,” Hameeil said. 
“It was just like ‘'i he (¡rinch Who 
Stole (Christmas.’”
munities Wed1 1estlay.
rhe quake occurred at 2:41 p.m. 
and was centered seven miles north 
of Big Bear Lake, seven miles south 
of the desert community of 
Lucerne Valley and 27 miles north­
east of the city of San Bernardino, 
according to the U.S. Geological 
Survey.
BIG BEAR LAKE — An LOS ANGELES — A compa- 
earthquakc w ith a preliminary ny that makes gaskets will appeal a 
magnitude of 3.8 occurred near jury verdict calling for it and 
San Bernardino Mountains com- another company to pay $20.5
million to a former nuclear subma­
rine machinist who contracted a 
fatal form of lung cancer after 
exposure to asbestos from their 
products.
The jury found on Oct. 20 that 
Garlock Sealing Technologies, of 
Balmyra, N.Y., and Kelly-Moore 
Baint ('()., of San C^arlos jointly 
liable for Robert Treggett’s 
mesothelioma, a rare form of 
malignant lung cancer caused by 
asbestos exposure.
— AssodatCii Press
N A TIO N A L NEW S
W ASHINGTON — The
Supreme Court agreed Wednesday 
to let Philip Morris USA delay 
paying $10.5 million in damages to 
a former smoker in (California 
while the tobacco company con­
tests the amount.
The company had been sued by 
Patricia Henley, who smoked for 
35 years starting at age 15 and was 
diagnosed with lung cancer in
I 'W .
In September, the (California 
Supreme (Court refused to reduce 
the $10.5 million awaril, which 
Philip Morris claimed was e.xces- 
sive. The Richmond,Va.-based unit 
ofAltria (iroup Inc. of New York is 
appealing to the Supreme (Court.
• • •
I.AS VEGAS — By next year, 
cameras in Las Vegas taxis won't 
only be ft>r “true confessions” style 
television.
(Cabbies, company owners and
regulators agreed to require securi­
ty surveillance in all 2,000 cabs 
serving the area by April 1.
rhe Nevada Taxicab Authority 
had rejected a similar measure in 
February, after company owners 
cited fears about cost.
But violence against taxi drivers 
— including the death of a cab 
driver set afire during a botched 
robbery in August — spurred new 
action by the panel.
• • •
WASHINGTC4N — For the
second time in a year, a federal 
judge ordered the military 
Wednesday to stop requiring 
anthrax vaccines for U.S. military 
personnel.
U.S. District judge Emmet (i. 
Sullivan said the Food and I )rug 
Administration violated its own 
procedures when it gave final 
approval to the vaccine last year 
because it failed to give the public 
an adequate opportunity to com­
ment.
—. 4 ssoci a ted Press
INTERNATIONAL NEWS
RAMALLAH, West Bank —
Yassir Arafat collapsed Wednesday 
evening, was unconscious for about 
10 minutes and remained m a “very 
dirt'icult situation," Palestinian (itfi- 
cials said. A team of Jordanian doc­
tors was urgently summoned to 
treat the ailing Palestinian leader.
The 75-year-old Arafat was 
brought to the clinic inside the 
compound, where he collapsed and
was unconscious for about I0 min­
utes, the guanl said. His dixttirs 
were urgently summoned.
On news that Arafat's health was 
worsening, scores of top Palestinian 
officials descended on the sand­
bagged, partially demolished 
Ramallah compound where he has 
been confined for 2 1 /2 years.
• • •
BAGHDAD, Iraq — Nearly 
800 British forces left their base in 
southern Iraq on Wednesday, head­
ing north towartl Baghdad to
replace U.S. troops who are 
expected to take part in an ofi'en- 
sive against insurgent strongholds. 
The deployment came hours after 
Iraq’s most feared militant group 
released a video threatening to 
behead a Japanese captive within 
48 hours unless Japan withdraws its 
troops from Iraq. Japan’s prime 
minister, a staunch U.S. ally in Iraq, 
took a tough stance and rejected 
any troop withdrawal.
BAGHDAD, Iraq A kid-
napped British aid worker made 
another plea for her life in a video 
aired Wednesday, urging Britain to 
withdraw troops from the country 
as some 8(H) British soldiers headed 
north tow'ard BagluLnl to bolster 
U.S. forces.
The tape broadcast on Al-Jazeera 
television showed a distraught 
Margaret Hassan, the 5‘>-year-t)ld 
head of ('ARE Internatitmal in 
Iraq, blinking back tears as she 
spoke.
—,4.<.<(>(/»»6■(/ /V(
IN OTHER NEWS
M EM PHIS,Tenn. — Afraid a 
talkative parrot might prove to be 
a stool pigeon, three thieves 
returned to the scene of the 
crime to silence the bird — only 
to be caught by police, authori­
ties say.
After making off with DVD 
pkiyers, computers, radios, TVs 
and other electronic gear, one of 
the burglars .Monday realized that 
a parrot in the home had heard 
him use the nickname “J.J.” for 
one of his accomplices and was 
repeating it.
“They were afraid the bird 
would stool on them,” police 
Maj. Billy (iarrett said.
They went back for the bird, 
and were loading the light-green,
6- year-old parrot named 
Marshmallow, into the getaway 
car when police arrived, authori­
ties said.
• • •
ESSEXVILLE, Mich. — For
7- Eleven employee Erin Kappen, 
a surprise was in store w’hen she 
had a baby. Because Parker John 
VanWormer weighed 7 pounds 
and 1 1 ounces when he was born 
Oct. 4, Kappen received a check 
for $71 I from Garb-Ko Inc., 
which operates the Lssexville 7- 
Eleven store where she has 
wt)rked part-time for 18 months.
Saginaw-based Garb-Ko pays 
the $71 I bonus to any employee 
giving birth to a 7-pound, 11- 
ounce baby. It operates ‘>0 stores 
in Michigan, nine in Indiana and 
eight in Ohio.
—. 4 ssoci a ted I Ve.s.s
G O  I F kTMFAMOUS STAR'with purchase of a 4 4  oz. drink
Offer valid at participating Santa Barbara I San Luis Obispo area 
Carl's Jr. restaurant through July 3 1,2005
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C a i T S A r .
SUPER STAR’ W ITH CHEESE
When refueling your student body, 
why settle for a dried-up bogus burger 
when you can chow down a big, Juicy 
Carl’s Jr.* burger with major drippage.
00004 Cart Karcher Entofpritot Inc. M rights rMorvaC
» ' . » ■ * ,
One coupon pet customor iier visit one cJiscouni por coupon. 
Not valifJ with any other offer, discounl or comtx)
Tax not xicluOeo
02004 Carl Karclior FMt«»pn.s«s. Inc Al o^ ils rasorved
3 2  o z .  d r in k  w i th  p u r c h a s e  o f  a n y  v a r i e ty
S ix  D o ifa r C B u r g e r  '
Offer valid at participating Santa Barbara / San Luis Obispo area 
Carl’s jn* restaurant through July 3 1.2005
One coupon per customer per visit, one rtiscount per coupon 
Not valid with any other offer, discount or combo 
Tax not mciuded
02004 Carl Karchw tmerprises. Inc. Al ngWs ruMfved CaxT8J!r.
* 1  O F F
SUPER STAR**
with cheese
Offer valid at participating Santa Barbara / San Luis Obispo area 
Carl’s Jr.* restaurant through July 31,2005
One coupon pei customer per viwt: one cNscounf per coupon 
Not valid with any other offer, discount or combo.
Tax not inchided
©2004 Cad Karcher Eninrpnws, Inc Al nghis f«*orva<J
S I  O F F
CaiTlsJIr.
t *  0 0 3
ANY CHARBROILED CHICKEN SANDWICH
Spicy Chicken not included
Offer valid at participating Santa Barbara / San Luis Obispo area 
Carl’s Jr.* restaurant through July 31,2005
One coupon per customer per visit: one discount per coupon. 
Not valid with any other offer, discount or combo 
Tax not mciuded
©2004 Cad Karchar Fnwrpdaea, Irxi. Al rasaivod Caxf^sJy*.
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Sleep-deprived m edical interns 
often  m ake serious errors
Janet M cConnaughey
A SSO C IA IED  PRESS
From proscribing overdoses to 
sticking a tube in the wrong vein, 
doctors-in-training made one-third 
more serious mistakes during typi­
cally long shifts than they did during 
“short” 16-hour ones, a Harvard 
study found.
Those first-year interns were 
wired up with electrodes to measure 
how often their sleepy eyes rolled, 
and they ended up nodding off 
more than five times a night during 
long shifts.The findings suggest that 
recently-imposed limits on how 
many hours new doctors can work 
do not go far enough, the 
researchers said.
The studies were the first to mea­
sure the real-life toll that sleep 
deprivation takes on interns’ medical 
judgment.The results were reported 
Thursday in the New England 
journal of Medicine.
“There are currently more than 
lUO,()()() physicians-in-training in 
the United States, most of whom 
work these kinds of .V)-hour shifts 
on a regular basis,” said I )r. 
Cdiristopher 1*. l.andrigan, who led 
the study t>n medical errors.
Since July 2003, interns at U.S. 
hospitals have been limited to a 
four-week average of SO hours a 
week. Also, thev cannot work with
patients for more than 24 hours 
straight, though six hours can be 
tacked on at the end for paperwork 
and classes.
“These long shifts are perhaps 
more hazardous than the number of 
hours in the work week,” Landrigan 
said.
The two studies involved 20 
interns and were conducted in the 
cardiac and medical intensive care 
units at Harvard-affiliated Brigham 
and Women’s Hospital in the year 
before the new limits took effect.
Each intern spent three weeks in 
one unit, working at least 24 hours 
on every other shift, and three weeks 
in the other unit, with no more than 
16 hours per shift. During the 
longer shifts, the interns made five 
times as many diagnostic errors, such 
as missing the bull’s-eye rash that 
showed that Lyme disease was caus­
ing a patient’s heart problem. They 
made 36 percent more significant 
medical errors of all kinds.
There was no difference in the 
number of patient deaths and the 
average length of hospital stays, 
largely because other staffers often 
found and corrected the mistakes, 
the researchers said.
Nurses noticed when one intern 
ordered 10 times the correct dose of 
a drug to raise bltiod pressure, and 
when another miscalculated a 
patient’s fluid intake and missed
symptoms of fluid retention.
A tranquilizer ovenlose was not 
noticed until it caused dangerously 
low heartbeat and blood pressure. 
And one patient’s lung collapsed 
because a tube being inserted into 
an artery punched a hole in the 
space around the lung, letting in air.
The interns also wore sleep mon­
itors on and off duty, with electrodes 
attached to their heads.
They nodded off about 5.5 times 
a night on long shifts, compared 
with 2.6 times overnight during the 
short ones.
They got almost six more hours 
of sleep a week between short shifts, 
said Dr. Charles A. C'zeisler, who led 
that study.
Because of the findings, Brigham 
and Women’s has cut interns’ hours 
to 12 in surgery and IS in medicine, 
and plans more changes, 
Whittemore said.
C'hanges so far have cost the hos­
pital $50( ),()()(►, on top of nearly $1.6 
million for those ordered by the 
Accreditation Council for (iradiiate 
Medical Education, which set the 
new rules.
One of the interns who partici­
pated in the studies. Dr. Aaron 
Kesselheim ofCdierry Hill, N.J., said 
he could not remember any specific 
errors he might have made. “A lot of 
intern year is a blur because every­
thing is so crazy,” he said.
Students need more shut ey^ e
Leant! Sulzen
KANSAS STATE COLLECilAN
MANHATTAN, Kan.—
Nodding off during the day may 
be more than just a nuisance.
Diana Fritz, lead sleep technician 
for Mercy Regional Health ( ’enter 
Sleep 1 )isorders Services, said sleep 
deprivation can spawn a myriad of 
nasty effects.
“Excessive daytime fatigue, high 
blood pressure, mood changes, lack 
of con-
^^Keep naps to about 15 minutes, 
because i f  you j^et too lonii o f a 
nap, you w ill^et too far into sleep.^^
—  DIANA FRITZ
sleep technician
cent r a -  
t i o n , 
s e x u a l  
dysfunc­
tion, fre- 
q u e n t 
u r i n a ­
tion at 
n i g h t ,
waking up in the morning with 
headaches, irritability, memory loss, 
depression, obesity, heart disease, 
heart attacks, and a decrease in the 
quality of life can all occur from 
sleep deprivation,” she said.
“When you’re not getting the 
restful sleep you need, it affects 
your heart long term basically, 
because you are wearing it out,” 
she said.
Those who drive while fatigued 
are at a great risk.
Earlier this month Manhattan 
resilient Barbara Meyer, 20, was 
killed in a car crash that resulted 
from a truck driver who had fallen 
asleep at the wheel. According to
the Kansas Department of 
Transportation, H86 accidents 
resulted from sleep deprivation in 
2003.
“A lot of people will roll the 
window down or turn the radio 
up, but what they need to do is pull 
over and get that 15 minute power 
nap,” she said.
Lt. Kurt Moldrup from the 
Riley C'ounty Police Department 
said he agreed.
“ A s 
soon as 
they start 
f e e l i ng  
t i r e d  
t h e y  
s h o u l d  
s w i t c h  
drivers if 
p o s s i ­
ble,” he said.
“Don’t fight through it. It can 
lead to very deadly results,” he said.
Eritz said the best thing to do is 
get on a normal sleep cycle, which 
can be determined by waking up 
naturally.
“Don’t get up until you feel like 
you are awake,” she said. “If possi­
ble, try to allow that every night.”
Fritz said taking short naps is 
another option.
“Keep it to about 15 minutes 
because if you get too long of a nap 
you will get too far into sleep,” she 
said. “When you wake yourself up 
in a deeper stage of sleep it will 
throw off your sleep cycle.”
jordan is wearine a tie-dyed 
tshirt by under and jeans by 
seven for all mankind.iMifrapM ty ktny |«vini
T-SHIRTS BY
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JAMES PERSE
MICHAEL STARS
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coverings 770 higuera street downtown 549-8373
screenpNnting embroidery greek fetters
Your shirt.
Attention Cai Poly Chibs!
N othing brands yo ur club, fraternity, o r  sorority better 
than a stellar t-shirt design from Left Coast T-S hirt Company, 
From Beefy T 's  to baby doll's Left Coast T-Shirt Company has the 
gear to make your club the sharpest looking group on campus. 
O u r  in house design and production facilities crank out the best 
looking, longest lasting, most professional shirts in town. Call or 
stop by and let one of our professional clothing experts put you 
in touch with the shirt of your dreams today!
^  Highest quality imprints -  G u a ra n te e d !
$  AH artwork saved for fast re-ordering!
 ^ Fastest turnaround in SLO County!
 ^ Free hour o f  design time - every time!
Free delivery on all orders!
CALL TODAY!!
L E F T  C O A S T
T - S H I R T  C O M P A N Y
233 Granada Road Suite C  San Luis Obispo, C A  93401 P: 805.547.1622
www.leftcoasttees.com
F: 805.594.1293
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CoMArr crnmambitfr
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Best Deals.
Best Service. 
Biggest Selection.
(S o  dé We accept manufacturers coupons!
Art's SLO Cyclery
"¡o'urtCfC-spo 'y ?06
Art's Campus Cyclery
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Baywood Cyclery
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F^st Place
www.artscyclery.com
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M U r n k N I j
FOOTBALL
UC DAVfS
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 30
6:00  P M
FOLLOWING THE GAME
BAHLE OF THE MARCHING BANDS MOH GYM
C A L  P O L Y  S T U D E N T S  F R E E
W W W . G O P O L Y . C O M
“We can ail benefit from
enlightened economic 
growth by retaining 
the natural beauty of
• Form a student taskforce to 
work directly with myself and 
the City Council to better 
communicate the needs of 
the students and faculty.
• Bring clean industry to our 
city with high paying )obs, so 
you don’t have to leave town 
after you graduate.
• Build more student housing 
on and off campus.
• Provide more workforce 
housing.
A leader of substance
Dave Booker has been a 
resident of San Luis Obispo 
for several decades and has 
a respected track record of 
professional and community 
acc(MTtpiishment8.
Administration and a 
concentration in Accounting.
• Practicing Certified Public 
Accountant in S I O  with the 
firm of Glenn, Burdette, 
Phillips & Booker from 1971 
to 1987.
• A  founding Director of First 
Bank  of Sa n  Luis Obispo, 
Dave  joined bank leadership 
in 1988 and is “on leave” a s 
First B ank ’s  Chief Executive 
Officer to offer his fulltime 
efforts a s  Mayor.
Volunteer commitments
• Chair of the Housing 
Authority of S a n  Luis 
Obispo.
• Board of Directors for SLO  
County Community 
Foundation and San Luis 
Obispo Chamber of 
Commerce.
• Ex-Officio Board - SLO  City 
Downtown Association.
• Advisory Board - Sierra 
Vista Regional Medical 
Center.
• Former Board leadership 
with Cuesta College 
FourKlation and Atascadero 
Lfnified School District.
y " Winter Registration is 
Now Open
Initial Rotation ~ 14 max units 
- ^  (Oct. 27 - Nov, 18) 
y  ^ Open Rotation == 22 max units 
’fÿ’’(without approval)
(Nov. 19 - Dec, 30)
• Waitlisting available for closed 
' classes
Visit www.ess.caipoly.edu/records 
for more info.
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C o ncept
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Ybu San eat nizza or yen can experience Woodstock s. Dine-ln Take-Qiit Gmu|is
Lunch Dinner (Lata)
V o t e d  510' #  B e # +  P i z z a  \<o - t i ' i h e # !  Salads • WildeBread • Wings • CinnaBiead • Bottomless Sodas • Brews on Tap
“ Nev T/me# Poll ^
Check out our menu, deals, coupons & more at: WWW.W00dst0Ckssl0.C0ni • 1000 Hiouera St • S'f F » I  Z Z  A
î V O  T  E V O  T  E r r\  V ■ > L,.
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V O TE  D EM O CR AT
N O V E M B ER  2"<’
PRESIDENT AND VICE-PRESIDENT
!?r John Kerry/John Edwards 
UNITED STATES SENATOR 
Barbara Boxer
UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE 
[vf Lois Capps 
STATE SENATE 
Sf PegPinard
MEMBER THE STATE ASSEMBLY 
\Sf Stew Jenkins
COUNTY SUPERVISOR 3rd District 
e T Patty Andreen
■ 1 i
m
Ictory rti<
SLO  D em ocratic C en trai C om m ittee
T h e s e  candidates have received the official endorsem ent of the 
S L O  Dem ocratic Central C om m ittee. If you have any questions 
call the S L O  D em ocratic Headquarters: 8 0 5 -5 4 6 -8 4 9 9 .
Paid for by the S L O  D em ocratic Central C om m ittee Victory 2004.
"1 i  0 A A V A  3 1 0 A
Graduate & Professional School
Friday, November 5, 2004 
9:30 am 1:00 pm 
Chumash Auditorium
Come talk to representatives from over 60 schools w ith programs in;
Agriculture, Environmental Sciences, Science & Mathematics 
Art, Fashion, Architecture, Music, Film 
Business, Public Policy & Planning 
Education, Credentials, Psychology, Counseling 
Engineering, Computer Science 
Health Professions, Veterinary Sciences
Law
Liberal Arts, Social Science, Journalism, Communication
and morel
[C a r e e r  S e rv ic e s  Tril Poly, B u ild in g  1/^4 S  w w w ca re e r,se rv ic e s.ca lp o ly .e d u
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U . South  Florida 
students rocked by 
voter r^ istration  scam
A dam  B ecker
T he O racle
TAMPA, Fla. — Janelle Elliot 
thought she was signing a petition 
supporting stricter child molestation 
laws in Florida. The voter registra­
tion card she received in the mail 
told a different story.
Elliot is one of many University 
of South Florida students to fall vic­
tim to a scam tricking college stu­
dents into registering to vote as 
Kepublicans.
The ploy has been uncovered at 
several college campuses across the 
country, including the University of 
Central Florida earlier this month. 
Students are asked to fill out a form 
asking for personal information, and 
some time later receive a notice 
from the county election supervi­
sor’s office about a change in their 
party affiliation.
“I had read the article in The 
Oracle earlier that day about the 
USF students,” Elliot said. “When I 
got home, I had a new voter regis­
tration card in the mail; and 1 knew 
exactly what it was.”
Elliot was not only a registered 
voter in Palm Beach County, but 
also had never filled out an absentee 
ballot. She noticed her political party 
was listed as Republican when she 
had initially registered herself as 
Independent.
Elliot said she registered to vote at 
the DMV, so she didn’t recognize the 
paperwork she filled out was a voter 
registration form.
“I was frustrated. The one time I 
thought (signing a petition) was a 
good reason, I decided to stop, and I 
got screwed over,” said Elliot, who 
explained further that she would 
never stop to fill out any papen^ork 
from a petition worker again.
Another USF student, sophomore 
Justin Lawandales, was also tooled. 
Lawandales said the people who 
asked him to sign the petition iden­
tified themselves as being associated 
with the Republican Party.
“It makes it hard to trust the peo­
ple who are out there actually trying 
to do good things,” Lawandales said.
Lawandales said the form he 
signed had no indication that it was
a voter registration form. He said he 
signed his name to what looked like 
a petition, gave the people some per­
sonal information — including the 
last four digits of his social security 
number — and a month later 
received his new voter registration 
card in the mail.
joe Lupia, a freshman at USF, said 
in early September a group 
approached him on campus and 
asked him to sign a petition to 
change child molestation laws. Lupia 
said the people were carrying voter 
registration forms, asking him for 
general information and whether he 
was registered to vote.
“When I noticed she was filling 
out the voter registration form, I 
stopped, saying 1 was already regis­
tered. She repeatedly told me that 
wasn’t what she was doing,” Lupia 
said.
Lupia, suspicious of the woman, 
told her to cross out his name from 
the form before he walked away.
“I don’t know exactly what they 
were doing that day,” he said, “but it 
wasn’t just getting signatures for 
child molestation laws.”
A group in Nevada known as 
Youth Voter Outreach is being pros­
ecuted for a similar plot, using the 
child molestation law petition to 
fool young voters. Members there 
have admitted their affiliation with 
the Republican Party.
John Duddy, president of USF's 
C^ollege Democrats, said at least a 
dozen students had contacted him 
saying their registration had been 
unknowingly changed. He also said 
any students who think they may 
have had their registration changed 
can call a hotline for help at 1-866- 
OUR-VC4TE.
In Florida, voter fraud is a class 
tha*e felony, said Dan Nolan, chief 
supervisor of the Hillsborough 
C'ounty Voter Registration office.
He said that the voter registration 
card does not need to be presented 
at the polls; it’s only to inform voters 
of their voting precinct.
“It won’t make a difference in this 
election, but it could have made a 
difference in the primaries.” Nolan 
said.
r f  lib e ra l
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This custom designed 2004/05 
Academic Calendar is available 
at El Corral Bookstore for
The days of the months include academic and quarterly 
student/staff/faculty information, holidays, administrative 
deadlines, and other important dates. It is illustrated with 
family dogs of faculty and staff of the College of Liberal 
Arts. This was a pet project prepared in the journalism 
department to raise fuñas to help purchase a general use 
computet for the students.
ARTS & C U L T U R E
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‘Motorcycle Diaries’ A 
ride to remember, inspire
E sm eralda C isneros
MUSrANt. DAllY
Che (iuevara is portrayed as a 
troubled and isolated person |in the 
film "Diarios de Motocicleta” (The 
Motorcycle Diaries)). 7'he film 
transports the viewer back to the 
world that sparked his revolutionary 
ideas.
"Diarios de Motocicleta” (The 
Motorcycle Diaries) depicts 
Ernesto Guevara De la Serna, 
played by Gael (íarcia Bernal ("Y 
Tu Mama También”), as a medical 
student who, with his friend 
Alberto Granado, played by 
Kodrigo De la Serna, a biochemist, 
travel through Latin America. The 
friends start their adventure on an 
oil dripping, l ‘>>39 Norton .300 
motorcycle known to them as “La 
Poderosa.” The movie is based on 
the memoirs of (íranado and 
Guevara, who was ultimately 
known as “El C!he.”
The inseparable pair are seen 
traveling though the beautiful 
scenery of Latin America. The 
movie was filmed in Teniuco, Cdiile 
and the cinematography is breath­
taking. Director Walter Salles shows 
the audience beautiful images that 
look as if taken right from a paint­
ing, similar to postcards of places 
most never get to travel. These
vibrant visuals portray a feeling of 
freedom and the search of liberty 
that is painted in the open road that 
these two friends encounter.
However, the movie is not full of 
colors, it also touches up on rising 
social issues.
Salles shows a lower class couple 
struggling to survive. The troubled 
look in (hievara’s face while in the 
presence of this couple is one of the 
reasons Guevaras social views start 
to change.
During parts of the film, Salles 
switches to black and white, giving 
the film a dramatic documentary­
like feel. Guevara and Granade are 
shown talking to people ranging 
from those of indigenous descent, 
to everyday working people of poor 
people who are struggling to find a 
way to survive.
Bernal’s portrayal of “El Che” 
lacks fire and determination. It was 
disappointing to see a tame Che 
rather than a spoken, take-charge 
leader. Bernal’s face portrays Cdie’s 
dismay at the social injustices he 
witnesses, but does not portray the 
anger "El C'he” often felt. “El Che” 
was a Marxist who was determined 
to fight for his beliefs, yet this is not 
shown. The closest we see to a 
rebellious act is him throwing a 
rock at a foreign-owned mining 
company truck, a clear symbol of
Chevron
Open 24 Hours
B EER  I S  
S O U D  HEREIl
O k  to  use C h e vro n  C a rd
151 N. S anta  R osa
O n the corner of Santa Rosa and Foothill
543-3366
We are also located at 
7000 Monterey St. • 543-4415
C.OURTF.SY m o ro
The foreign film, “ Motorcycle Diaries” stars Gael Garcia Bernal as the famous revolutionary Che Guevara. 
The film follows a young Che on a road trip through Latin America prior to his radical transform ation.
capitalism and exploitation. Bernal’s 
acting does go along with the 
young and naive (îuevara. The 
immature look he gives in “Y Tu 
Mama También” follows him to this 
film. Young Cíuevara looks lost and 
powerless to act on his beliefs.
The changes he experiences are 
somewhat seen in the letters that he 
sends to his mother. Near the end 
of the movie, the new Cîuevara 
starts to emerge.
However, it is De la Serna that is 
the true star of “Diaries.” Cîranado 
is more involved in exploring the 
world in all its aspects. His character 
is more down to earth and playful 
than Guevara’s. De la Serna plays 
Granado to the fullest — even the 
real (îranado stated so in an inter­
view. We see a major difference is
the way they both see the world. I )e 
la Serna gives a wonderful perfor­
mance as a loyal friend whose main 
focus is to experience the bedrooms 
of as many females as possible.
Their year-long journey of the 
fun, joking, girl-chasing actions 
comes to an end in Sao Baulo. The
The California Polytechnic Slate University
Foundation's Annual Audit
FY 2002-03 has been completed
Public inform ation copies 
available at Foundation  
Adm inistration (Building IS)
loyal, sarcastic and playful friends 
realize. They are no longer the 
same. Both go their own ways. De 
la Serna goes on to take a research 
position in Venezuela. Guevara 
returns to graduate from medical 
school and in time becomes “El
c:he.”
Ca/lr^u. ßtonl9 St.O'i ni(Mi uniqur gift shop
Í0 * o íf) )  o n  a n y  o m  
itizm o f  eho ic iJ
Kxpim: Kdwiaiy 14,2005
805-78.3-2890 I
11^ 7 (>ardrn Si. 
San I.UÍ» Obispo, ('A 93401
GRADUA TIO N
DAYS
A special 3 day event 
for all December Qraduates
OCTOBER 27-29
Wednesday -  Friday 9:00 am  -  4:00 pm
ORDER FOR G RA D U A TIO N
• Personalized Qraduation Announcements •
• Class Rings {Qraduation Days Discounts} •
• Thank You Cards •
• Certificates of Appreciation •
• Diploma Plaques •
• Schedule your Senior Portrait •
• Join the Alumni Association •
E l  C o r r a l  
B o o k s t o r e
\ MlNmoll I imi ANUAIION MHMN ( Al I’t'lVMNll
w w w .p | ro rra lb n u k « tto r i» .r:n m
G R A D  C E N T E R  O P E N S  November 15th
for cap, ji^ouTi, and commtniccnwru tickets
check i>ut the ismJuation section on our wehsite
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Q u e s t
for the P e r f e c t
M a r g a r i t a
One reporter makes the valiant attempt 
to do what few have done in one night: 
Find San Luis Obispo’s best margarita, 
known to some as the “Holy Grail” o f 
Mexican cocktails.
Story by Christina Joslin
San Luis Obispo is a pretty small town. Yet, this little haven of ours offers a 
remarkably different margaritas, 
at a variety of venues.
My mission, which I chose to 
accept, was to find the best mar­
garita in town.
The night started at Tortilla 
Flats, where my friend and I sat 
at the bar and watched some 
peculiar people twirling around 
on the dance floor. Thoroughly 
amused, I sipped on a Silver 
Patron margarita with salt and
rocks that Lori, the tiny yet vast­
ly experienced bartender, made 
me. It was quite good, but tasted 
ordinary and was expensive. And 
thanks to my forgetfulness, I for­
got to bring my handy reporter’s 
notebook with me, so I wrote 
everything down on cocktail 
napkins.
Next stop, Pepe Delgado’s. 
The food was pretty 
scrumptious compared to most 
Mexican restaurants in town, but 
the margarita was hell on earth. 
It tasted as if I was sipping tequi-
see Quest, page 10
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Quest
continued from  page 9 
la through a straw. Sorry, but the 
only way I enjoy drinking straight 
tequila is after licking salt otT of 
someone’s neck, shooting it and 
sucking on a lime. Cio to Pepe’s for 
the food, not the drinks.
My sober driver then took me to 
Applebee’s. Unexpectedly, the 
Perfect Margarita was actually 
remarkably close to perfect. It was 
1800 Keposado tequila, Cointreau 
and (irand Marnier served martini 
style with a shaker and strainer 
(which gave it a nice touch). And for 
the amount of money I paid, 
Applebee’s undeniably gave the 
largest portion compared to every­
where else. Served with one of their 
many desserts (the dulce de leche 
cheesecake was amazing), the Perfect 
is a great way to enjoy an evening 
out with friends or with a date.
At Tahoe Joe’s, Ben, the gorgeous 
bartender with a cute smile and 
squinty eyes (uh-oh, my “goggles” 
were starting to kick in), poured me 
another Silver Patron Margarita on 
the rocks. It was
good, compa- 
fable to the 
one at 
^ Tortilla
■ ' ■ • i i - i f - - '
Next, my 
friend and 1 went 
to Vallarta’s Mexican 
Food and Cantina. Charlie, the dark 
and handsome bartender, made me 
one of the best margaritas of the 
night. He suggested the 3-G’s Grand 
Margarita made with Tres 
Generaciones Ultra Premium tequi­
la, Grand Marnier, lime juice and a 
hint of sugar. 1 sat there with a bas­
ket of chips and salsa and fully 
enjoyed every sip of my margarita as 
I wrote down notes on a Viillarta’s 
napkin.
“My drink must have been pretty 
good or else you wouldn’t be so 
red,” C'harlie said as 1 was leaving.
I was getting pickled and starting 
to glow.
On to the king of margaritas, C'afe 
Roma. Oh ... my ... gosh! Their 
scratch drinks are superior to any 
other bar or restaurant. And not just 
the margaritas, but every drink they 
make. Todd, the energetic bartender 
with the New Zealand accent, made 
me the best margarita of the night 
— with limes, lemons and oranges
squeezed into a pint glass with 
crushed ice. He then added simple 
syrup (sugar water) and Sauza. 
Unlike some of the other drinks, this 
margarita had a very authentic taste 
and due to the lack of bottled mix­
ers, it had no preservatives.
“I’m going to make it with cheap 
j tequila,just so you
can see/r^v*rU
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Download o f the day
Cake
é  “ToueherThan It Is”
Taken from their new album, “Pressure 
Chief,” this song is another Cake classic. 
W hatever girl broke leader singer John McCrea’s 
heart needs to be thanked, for she inspired an 
epic song.
C'ourtcsy of pyschokigy senior Amy “Sucka (lonna Kill You” Robinson
Have a suggestion for the 
Download o f the Day?
e-m ail us at artsandculture@mustangdaily.net
please include your name, year and major and why the song should be downloaded
• • •
l>isagree with the choice for the download or any song included in a weekly 
Top 10? Let us know, nuybe we’ll print it
• ' ? ' ' ; • - , # , i ’f-
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CELL P H O N E S  are great — unless someone 
else gets a hold of your phone and runs up the hill.
L O C K  UP Y O U R  C A L L S
".yar e ,
Todd 
said.
Off the margarita *"'***' 
topic for a second, they also have 
quite a few scratch drinks at Café 
Roma that are tasty. The mojito is a 
great drink that combines mint 
leaves, limes, and crushed ice with 
Baccardi.
Mustang Alley was our next stop. 
Bartender Michelle made me a sim­
ilar scratch margarita. It was deli­
cious, but lacked the authenticity of 
Café Roma. Somehow, 1 had man­
aged to consume about seven mar­
garitas by this point.
And that’s when my night got 
rough.
Hudson’s ... The bartender made 
my drink way too strong. For some 
reason, people think a good mar­
garita contains unproportional 
amounts of tequila. 1 must have been 
a sight to see that night.
Last stop; Blue. One would think 
their classy reputation would guar­
antee quality drinks, but their mar­
garita was completely sub-par. You’d 
think that by my intoxicated state, 
my last drink would have tasted like 
water, but it didn’t. Blue makes a 
specialty margarita with tequila and 
blue curacaos. Unfortunately, the 
two liquors combine for an unpleas­
ant drink.
My night ended with two 
aspirin and a big glass of water. And 
of course, a headache in the morn­
ing.
1
him i
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Keep ymir phone safe with these tips:
• Don’t leave y«.)ur cell phone in your 
vehicle unattended.
• I3on’t leave your phone lying unattended 
on a table or chair in public places.
• Stay aware of your surroundings, e.s|’>ecially 
in crowded areas.
• If your phone i.s stolen, contact your ser\’ice 
provider so they can track future activity.
When it come.s to phone Siifety -  you make the call.
lUlft »O lK t >
w w w . s l o p d . o r g
1 Carter
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For Council
Concerned About the Cost of Housing?
San Luis Obispo works for many of us, but it doesn’t work for 
everyone. It doesn’t work for students like you who can’t find an 
affordable place to live. I’ll make affordable housing my top priority.
Vote Andrew Carter for City Council
NOTICE TO VOTERS 
(Required by Law)
This is not an official 
ballot or an official 
sample ballot prepared 
by the county elections 
official or the 
Secretary of State.
This is an unofficial, 
marked ballot prepared 
by Carter for Council, 
1283 Woodside Drive, 
SLO.CA 93401
COUNCILMEMBER
Vote for no more than Two
o  CHfUeriNl MUtMOtXAM}
CayCewwIMembw
VfOSff rTPIWUp
O  ONVALOseof««
Wwnitwo CwritMiierwr^ BMPwMepefeew 
( PmJP K  HANNPM
'■ m w m m f m m
NoU
Ballot
Position
Q  ANDREW  CA RTER
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Paid Political Advertisement
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LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR
K C P R  —  bringing you 
great g m l rock
In recent weeks, there have 
been a rash of music articles pub­
lished in the Mustang Daily most­
ly focused around the lack of good 
music these days. Normally I read 
these articles with quiet pity for 
the author s ignorance, but upon 
reading Emily Logan’s piece 
“Where have all the women 
gone?” 1 could no longer be silent.
You don’t have to search Emily, 
simply stick your head out of the 
Mustang Daily office door and look 
to your left ...KCPR 91.3 FM. 
KCPR. Cal Poly’s campus radio sta­
tion has been bringing under­
ground independent music to San 
Luis Obispo for the past 30 plus 
years. You want to hear gocxl 
underground grrrl rock, try 
Mondays at 5 p.m., KCPR’s been 
playing Carina Round for years 
now. Sick of hearing about 20 inch 
rims and 40 ounces? Want some 
real Hip Hop? Try Mondays 6 to 8 
p.m..Tuesdays at 7 p.m. or Fridays 
at 5 and 11 p.m. Want some good 
hard rock or punk, try Mondays 
and Wednesdays at 8 p.m. No reg­
gae sudón in town? Ra.su revolu- 
rion has been on Wednesdays fkmi 
6 to 8 p.m. for nearly 20 years now.
Check out the rest of the pro­
gram schedule at www.kcpr.org.You 
name it KCPR has it — all without 
commercials. So don’t say music
sucks when the only place you look 
is MTV. Try opening your ears and 
listening to something good, new 
and different at KCPR 91.3 FM.
Lewis Abra
Physics senior
Jimmy Eat World fan 
defends musicai darity
,If nobody on the Mustang 
Daily suff can write a decent 
music review, at least please find a 
halfway decent article when you 
look elsewhere.
The review of Jimmy Eat 
World’s “Futures” on Friday was 
probably the worst music review I 
have ever read. Not only was it 
just terribly written in general, but 
the way it described the album in 
no way even came close to the 
way the album actually sounds. 
Contrary to the article, there is no 
clap in “Night Drive.” “Nothing 
Wrong” does resemble some other 
J.E.W. songs. The songs don’t 
sound like they were written 10 
years ago. The lyrics are in no way 
confusing, etc, etc...
In addition, the album is not 
only reminiscent of some of the 
best sounds from both Clarity and 
Bleed American, it has a fresh new 
side of the band that sounds great. 
Each song has energy, great guiur 
work and catchy (yes catchy) 
melodies. Although most of the 
album is a bit heavier than their 
previous work, the song “Work” 
has plenty of “pop-sensibility” 
and is perfecdy “radio-friendly.”
If you haven’t heard the album 
don’t worry, it’s awesome, go buy 
it now!
Thwis Thompson
General eni^ 'neerin^  senior
C O M .M I N  I A R Y
T o u g h  d e c is io n  l ie s  a h e a d
N
P O IN T
counterpoint
G O T SOM ETH ING  TO  SAY?
Send your letters to the editor to opinion@mustangdaily.net
I honestly thought people at this school would care more about the presidential election this week than Jesus. We get to make one of the most 
important decisions in our lives and all students write 
about in this paper is the almighty “savior." I'm asking 
everyone to give Jesus a break this week.
1 assume he’s a busy man, especially in these tough 
times. So please, can we leave him alone for a few 
days? Now, let’s talk about this election.
Many people ask me why 
they should vote for John Kerry 
on Tuesday. I usually respond by 
saying, “He’s not Cîeorge Bush.”
Unfortunately, this is the state of 
affairs we find ourselves in 
today. Bush’s record over the 
past four years has been so dis­
mal, 1 would vote for “Bippy the 
Bear” over Cîeorge Bush.
How else do we explain the 
numemus conservatives voting 
for Kerry, or refusing to vote?
American C?onservative mag­
azine is publishing pro-Kerry 
articles this week for God’s sake!
Also, the Orlando Sentinel, 
which backed Bush four years 
ago, recently endorsed John Kerry for President.
When we go the polls on Tuesday, everyone must 
ask themselves two questions.
Does George W. Bush deserve reelection? And is 
John Kerry the man to replace him? My answer is “no” 
to the former and “yes” to the latter, and here’s why: 
After Sept. 11,1 rallied behind President Bush 
thinking he would fight the war on terrorism effec­
tively, without letting ideology tear people apart.
He presided over our country when we were more 
united than ever. Everyone I know. Democrat, 
Republican, Independent, Green and the guy with the 
Jesus sign at Farmers’ Market were all united behind 
our flag in the hopes we would defeat the al Qaeda 
terrorists and the Islamic Fascism that guides them.
Disappointingly, President Bush pulled the miracu­
lous feat of dividing this country once again. He told 
us he would fight the war on terrorism and keep the 
focus on C3sama bin-Laden. After waging war in 
Afghanistan, the Bush Administration started diverting 
attention to Iraq when we weren’t even finished there.
Bush passed large tax cuts, which benefited the 
wealthiest Americans. There is absolutely nothing 
conservative when a president increases spending and 
cuts taxes at the same time. Not only is the world 
more divided because of the actions taken by this 
President, but because of his fiscal irresponsibility, we 
now preside over an estimated $500 billion deficit.
John Kerry deserves to be elected because he 
believes we can win the war on terrorism.
He will take advice from the bipartisan 9/11 com­
mission which said we need to “engage the struggle of 
ideas,” and “prevent the continued growth of Islamic 
terrorism.”
Finally, Kerry will be guided by reason and ratio­
nality. He will not write people out of the United 
States Constitution but say “yes” to science, “yes” to 
civil liberties, “yes” to education, “yes” to healthcare 
and “yes” to fiscal responsibility. On Tuesday, the right 
choice is John Kerry.
Josh Koh is a political sciaice saiior and Mustanii Daily 
columnist.
campaign 2004
America has never been so divided, and our choice has never been clearer.
President Cieorge W. Bush stands firm in his 
war on terror and has killed or captured 75 percent 
of the al Qaeda terrorist network. He lias ousted 
the oppressive Taliban Regime from power and 
presided over the first successful democratic election 
in Afghanistan. Iraq is also moving toward democra­
tic elections, set to take place m January of 2005. It
took 10 full years, from the 
start ofWWII to establish a 
democracy in Ciermany, but 
Bush achieved it in 
Afghanistan in only two years. 
The world has also seen Libya 
confess to its nuclear weapons 
program. They saw America 
holding regimes accountable 
and did the right thing.Thanks 
to Bush, Libya is now becom­
ing a productive member of 
the international community, 
instead of a terrorist threat.
On the home front, George 
Bush has been equally success­
ful. Bush has given tax cuts to 
every American and eliminated 
undue tax burdens on young families. He fully sup­
ports the small businesses in America that make up 
65 percent of our employers and our unemploy­
ment rate is an astonishing 5.4 percent. Just for per­
spective, 9.5 percent of the French are unemployed 
and 9.2 percent of Germans do not work. Bush has 
also led bipartisan reform of the Medicare program 
and of the education system, bringing m help from 
across party lines. He has a record of leadership and 
results.
On the other hand, there is a liberal 
Massachusetts Senator with no executive experi­
ence. John Kerry has a dismal record in the Senate, 
having only passed 11 laws in 20 years. O f those, 
two were to announce “world population awareness 
weeks,” one to give an award to the late Jackie 
Robinson and one was to name a federal building. 
Only seven actual accomplishments in 20 years.
He talks a good game though. He will say and do 
absolutely anything, even against his own beliefs, to 
get more votes. A perfect example of this hypocrisy 
is his recent “hunting trip” to a marsh in Ohio. 
Twelve days away from the most important election 
of his life, John Kerry dressed up in full camouflage 
and shot a goose. This publicity stunt was supposed 
to help him connect with the outdoorsmen in 
swing states. The problem is the he has a 20-year 
anti-gun rights record that has earned him an “F” 
rating from the NRA. Kerry’s so arrogant that he 
thinks two hours in the mud will wipe the slate 
clean on his career long opposition to the second 
amendment.
John Kerry is all talk and Cieorge Bush is all 
action. One has a successful record of leading the 
free world, and the other has a record of insignifi­
cance in the Legislature. 1 choose a leader who will 
stand up for America and fight for freedom and 
democracy around the world. I choose a man who 
will combat the termrists and pmtect American 
families. I choose Cieorge W. Bush.
.Matt fìushman is a civil engineerim  ^junior and Mustang 
Daily columnist.
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A s a business ow ner in San Luis 
ObisjX), I truly appreciate Dave’s 
proactive approach to controlled 
growth. With his ‘advanced years of 
wisdom’, his fun and upbeat person­
ality and his excellent physical fitness, 
1 support him in his quest for another 
term as our mayor.” ^
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W I N
Try Something N ew  and you can W IN !
Try a new w ay of traveling 
to and from campus:
BIKE
CARPOOL
VANPOOL
WALK OR RIDE THE BUS
Enter the OPTIONS : W IN  contest
and each day that you try a new way of traveling to campus 
you increase your chances of winning the Grand Prize.
To enter the contest, log on to 
w w w .co m m u te o ptio n s.ca ip o ly .e d u . 
The contest runs from November 1 -3 0 , 2004
The choice is yo urs....
> 4 . ^
m
Special 3
frid(\y OCT.
Bins. Uisi:OtiO to ii.OO i.m, 1*1 Yo
tl:lO 10 n 45 J.m. Abs Exprv»
I7iO to I2:,S5 p m. Body Sculw 
hlO to 100 p.m BOSU Bill
2J0 to 300 p.m. Cirdto Combo
3:10 to 4:00 p.tti. Woiwn5 Srtf Dpfemc
4:10 to 5:10 p.m. Kitilio Kkk
classes are
FREE,
for everyone!
FREE classes every hour 
from 10 a.m. till 4 p.m.
prizes!
ipranJ prize winner receives FREE 
winter quart^j^^rcise class pass.
S a v e
20% - 40%
on selected
Climbing Gear
Also
20%-50%OFF
Sum m er Shorts & SKSrto
7/ou/i ^ aoilUieà, ypu/i...
TAKE THE SURVEY
BY FRIDAY
S'«
www.asi.calpoly.edu/choice
CAL POLY
0 Win
Ì <^Oot
^  «
NE
wear your
H A L L O W E E I ^
s r
costume 
to
Gourmet Coffee & Ice Cream
located downstairs
in the ÜU.
and you’ll get a special treat
with purchase on Friday 10/29
Pl u$
l & i 7expuss 7 Welcomea* X)pe.aM -TH  7:00am-9:00pin 
FRI 7:00am-4:30pm
Genentech
I N  B U S I N E S S  F O R  L I F E
www.gcnc.com
I f *
Interested in a career in Bio-tech? Don't miss our
Information Session and On Campus Interviews
Next Week!
Info Session
Veranda B-Bldg 19 
Wednesday, Nov. 3, 2004 
6:30 - 8:00 pm
Interviews
Career Services 
Thursday, Nov. 4, 2004 
Apply now' via Mustang Jobs
Don't miss the chance to find out about great career opportunities at one 
of the world's leading biotech companies, with multiple protein-based 
products on the market lor serious or life-threatening medical conditions. 
Come en joy snacks and learn about careers in biotech.
Others call it a first job.
We call it the experience of a lifetim e.
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I Every Sunday
Chicken Teriyaki Bowl
Grilled boneless, skinless chicken over rice.............. $4.95
Beef Teriyaki Bowl
Grilled beef tenderloin over rice................................. $5.95
Ninja Roll
Breaded shrimp, Calif, mix and avocado on the inside 
with eel sauce on top. 8 pieces.................................... $7.95
Spicy Tuna Roll
Spicy Tuna and Cucumber. 8 pieces............................ $3.95
Philadelphia Roll
Smoked salmon, cream cheese, green onion and 
cucumber. 8 pieces.........................................................$5.95
Avocado Roll
Avocado, cucumber, Kaiware Sprouts, and eel sauce.
8 pieces................................................................................ $3.95
And MORE!
sakura
E X P R E S S
Sarna R 1‘ifl
.clyy
2
^  ro
S30
1
J A P A N E S E  T A K E O U T W e Deliver! ^
1101 SANTA ROSA ST. S.L.O 786-0430
Chapman Ihiiver.sitv College’s 
Santa Maria Valley campuses are novN 
accepting applications for the upcoming term.
UnivcrM ty C a>1Ic i’c , unc i>t t^iliti>rni.r> ino>t Imilily 
rf'peclcd  umvvrMtics liir .iJult U-.imcrs. is also the pA.rU\i transli r 
choice. Nes^ tenns Mart every 10 weeks and oiir accelerate d pri'cr ims 
.ire tantjht. «  con\enient rimes hy protessionally ¡ind ae avlcmically 
.K'complished t.Kultv w ho are fivu H tl ein y^nir s ir  k. ess.
BACHELOR’S DKtîREE I‘R(XIRAMS
Comemter InK>rm.iti«)n Ststeius • C'rimiivtl lu 'iin  • Orti.ini:.*non.*l l.e.kkr'hip 
t’'y\h*ik>vrv • Ñki.il S.ieixv • ÑRH'kHiy
MASTER'S DEGREES Education -  Cumculum  <S Instruction -  Educational Leadership and  
Administration • Instructional Tectmoiogy • Organeafionat Leadership • Psychology (M FD  
TeachHig C REO E im A LS AND CERTIRCAT10NS ! AO Certification • Multigie Suh)ect?042 
• Preliminary Administrative Services Tier i • Professional Administrative Services Tier # • 
Professional Clear • Single Sub|ect?042 CERTIFICATES FOR ACADEMIC CREOfT Human 
Resouiier. • Organizational Leadersiiip
Not aU progratm available at all locations
C H A P M A N
U N l V E R b l T \  C O L L E G E  
S a n t a  M a r i a  Va l l e y
S a n ta  M a ria  1 h V  l-.asi ( Si., Iknidme A 1
WWW ■- li.ipiu.m . .Iii/sanianiaria
\  a n d c n b e rg  A F B  IViildme lAAN. .A\e., R(s>in A t,
H 05'7T 4 'H  10 wwwah.ipn>.m.edn/\aiKk-nlxrK
Call toll-free 866-CUAPMAN
Gi'zrwin clrwvwtAMfcocx^ edMbiy fWl m n »wwwtwif gPfw W^iMprn Ajt^ rw^iAcn iit iihiaht ondCidkjn 
Teoctwr naevvif and or* apprwMaid hy Vv or irar*^ t
Everyone loves a M ustang D aily editor ^
got stuff ?
on San luis Obispo's
NEW Online
Flea Market
www.i-flea.coi
Designer Cuts
Specializing in Modern Hair Color ^  CuuingTechniques
805544-7202
973 E. Foothill Boule\ard, SLO
Shop With Purpose!
Clothing, Furniture, Household items. 
Jewelry, Books and Collectibles
Quality items at reasonable prices
Supporting Needed  
Community Services
10am • 5pm Monday - Saturday 
667 Upham Str*et (n«ar Brood). SLO 
S4S-0B23
Lack ofB «
insurance 
coverage 
can be hazardous 
to your health'
You can reduce the risk of medical bills with 
RightPlan PPO 40 from BC Life & Health Insurance 
Company. It's affordable single-coverage health 
insurance made painless.
• Affordable premium with no medical deductible
• 42,000 doctors and 440 hospitals
• 3 prescription plan options
• $40 co-pay for office visits
N «w  W y h tfU n  P fO  40 Plan O p tio n ! and R attt Araa 2
*t|»Raig» 1 19-2* 39-14 33 39 40 44 4S49
SioqleChild
3934 3339 6964 9 M l
NotoOphon
f
> $53 $66 $74 $104 $132 $166 $247 $321 $90 $50
>eo»n( OS R> Option $5« $70 $78 $109 $137 $172 $255 $331 $92 $52
Ht (Jp^on i $63 $7 f $90 $127 $162 $206 $305 $390 $103 $51
I fvH  1 N<j RX ÍPV58), GefH'fK !>u90ption(Pf 48i*ftdC.>mp»*h«"ivt OruqOprion (ft 49) «'Heatvi
'1/1/01 fo« R iw  )  »m for ARjin*. 4m,»do/ •'íLtvrf.H.fl Dwado.frewo Inyo Kings íZW‘ todi'')5<51
only', Mydf*», V.iiin M»n()Osi M«fc<^ Mono, N ivida. It*« *i, Sadamonto, San Hcnilo (e w ii)» /iP «KJe OSOIM;, San 
Kiaquin. San Mateo, '-aiiM i tara (ZIP cod* 94.10} only). Stanislaus.Tuohmm* Rales ai* iRustraiiveonly. Some areas or 
,'9 * lyroops may liav* htgiiet or lo w i rate« Ac tikil tales ate aho based on wxlefvyfrtino clavsifiralkm fhis is a PPO 
|)ian <vith subsumtial fmanital incentives lot using indepeocJeoily ccmii.Kted Networlt ptovidefs Vbsi may ti* stib/ect 
to a pee e»isM g condition limitation o( betseTits tot up to si» months Hetei to the plan foi a mot* compiet* hst oi 
coveiaye, cooditionv teslnttionv limitations and e»clusionv BC liie & Health insutance Company and
BHie < toss ot Califotnia ÍBCO ate Independent Licensees oT tlie flkie ( toss Assonatkm (BCA) The Blue Cross auné  
and symbol ate ngisteiffd sc'fvire marks <4 the 8f A tr?(X)4 BCC CANSI
Curtis Roberts
Roberts Insurance Services 
14(X) Modonna Rc'ad 
San L u i s  Obispe, .93405
(805 ) 5 4 4 -0 9 7 2
CA License «0539042
B C  L if* &  Health
(n»ur«nc* Company
The Power of Blue.’“
at. . ♦ «
<1-
[\w !>Sl l.
|jsf(‘iiin(| iiiul (iunrinti to swiii<| 
and N e w  O rle a n s ja z z
Pisino ifearli
Oct 29 th -31 st
1) l^ ands
^  J u b i l e e  l^ i j  T l i e  S e a
10 finest ;\rtlsl
() Venues
connected 
free shuttle bus
14/ lionrs of iiiusir
food and drink
I )ai{ l'iad<|es
$20 Fri, $30 Sat, $20 Sun
available at Pismo Beach 
Veteran's Bldg. 780 
starting at 10am Fri the 29th
M ore info: 481-7840 
773-2241 or 
800-443-7778  ext. 201
Free entertoinment < 1 ilim riiii
Free t-sh irts  
;F r^
Rock Inspired Clothing 
fo r  Men & Women
brings you
iG G E ST  SHPW
* m  Tt€ CENTRAL C#A$T
STEVEN AKER CGuns V Poses. AiJer's Appetite) 12pm
(Buckcfierry WDBfIowers) 2 p m
Meet »  Greet
RYAN R#XE (Alice Cooper: E le ctric  Angels. Ito(ie77) 3 p m
I
IVon & Ito(ie77
Reservotions required 805.601.2326
leaving every hour from Col Poly to Blue Bourton beginning ot 12pm -  3:30pm 
Lost return ride leoving ot 4:30
lowest Priced doy only! ,T '
1- » ■ * ' . * ' *
ssès Traffic Way AtosCgdera CA 805A6O0968 www.blijebourlx)ndeninu:Si
Â
^teringUnlimited.Com
We cater at your location or cater at ours!
f  A T  D A IR Y  C R F E K
• Club Banquets
• Department Award Dinners
• Fraternity/Sorority Formals S Dances
Discover us at www.cateringunlimited.com
sire ^ el0 fflork Sime0
Crossword
ACROSS
1 ___Israel
5 Pink-slip
9 Title girl of a 
1986 #1 
Starship hit
13 Indy winner 
Luyendyk
14 Arthur of the 
court
15 Blemished, in a 
way
16 I atinhinn 
1970's singer?
18 Parson's home
19 Weather map 
line
20 Total
22 Man in a garden
24 Dominant
25 Honey bunch?
28 Tot's wheels
31 Kung Fu-___
(alternative 
name for 
Confucius)
34 Copacetic
35 Large fishing 
nets
36 Thieves' take
37 "Dear" one
38 Laughing 
comment when 
something's all 
over?
39 Walletful
40 Confronted
41 Crabbed
42 Ovurmyhl 
dance party
43 Workplace 
watchdog, for 
short
44 Actor Joe of "Hill 
Street Blues"
45 Kind of cake
46 Box office take
48 Boat with an 
open hold
50 Continental 
ways?
54 Up next
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
Edited by Will Shortz
58 Opposite of wild
59 Laughing 
fictional 
detective?
61 Ivy Leaguer's 
home
62 Like a line, 
briefly
63 "Such a pity ..."
64 A few
65 Not as much
66 Run
S P O R T S  ,
No. 0916
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8 
9
10
11
D O W N
Mideast believer 
Slips
Beginner: Var. 
Alluring greeting 
Oasis place 
Nile biter 
Tony
Bingo relative 
Skull cap?
Laughing 
literary wife?
What the 
defense may do
"Zip-___ -Doo-
Dah"
Most plentiful 
Rotters
Get while the 
getting's good
In myth, home 
of the Cyclops
___Girl
Steinbeck
characters
Laughing
choreographer?
Up
Emcees’ lines
'ti' 2 6 2 /
3 4
4 0
4:1
4 6
5 f i
61
6 4
Puzzle by Paula Gamache
32 Debonair
33 One sought for 
advice
35 Make a point, 
perhaps
38 Burrito 
alternative
42 Short end of the 
stick
45 Actress 
Anderson
47 Novelist Walker
49 Causes of 
coughs
50 Sales tag 
notation
51 Stick___
52 Forester's 
concern; Abbr,
53 1953 Oscar- 
nominated film 
based on a 
novel by Jack 
Schaefer
55 Lover of 
Narcissus
56 Boxing sobriquet
57 Trouser part
60 Latin thing
For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1.20 a minute; or, with a 
credit card, 1-800-814-5554.
Annual subscriptions are available tor the best of Sunday 
crosswords from the last 50 years 1-888-7-ACROSS.
Online subscriptions: Today's puzzle and more than 2,000 
past puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($34 95 a year). 
Share tips: nytimes com/puzzleforum. Crosswords for young 
solvers: nytimes.com/learning/xwords.
js  S S S jô  C o r r a l  
wÊÊmmSÊÊ Bo o k s t o r e
vw vw .e iro rra lb ao kçt lo re .com  
open Monday * Saturday
c>d, r\)i.Y
o î ^ î R r x y
D O W N  I  O W N
open 7 days a week
W  UNI N J HSU > SOU.ARF
open 7 days a week
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Basketball
continued from  page 16
and stifle them with our full court 
defensive pressure,” Mimnaugh said.
Saneholtz is also very happy with 
the practices so far and said that the 
team always steps up to the goals it 
has.
“This ream really seems to he 
focused on what we believe we can 
accomplish this year,” Mimnaugh 
said. “Everyday they show up to 
practice to compete and get better 
as a unit. The players have really 
stepped up and revealed what they 
are capable of.”
Once the team begins play it will 
need to focus even stronger on its 
goal of making the top three.
The season starts first against 
Azusa Pacific on Nov. 6 and then 
against California State University 
Bakersfield on Nov. 13-both at Cal 
Poly.
“There are several teams that 
hope to uphold their longevity at 
the top of the conference ladder,” 
Mimnaugh said. “Look out for the 
Mustangs, Idaho and Long Beach 
State to take their shot.”
Ana m-Cre'^tu d io
is offering pottery 
'. classes in wheel 
 ^ throwing, hand
building, sculpting 
and raku
w
'  \
student discount night is 
every frlctey 6:30-8:00 
570 higuera creamery bldg.
544-1850
Anderson 
Aquatic 
Center to 
be
dedicated
Saturday at 
former Mott Pool, 
11:30 a.m.
C L A S S I F I E D
HELP WANTED HELP WANTED HELP WANTED ANNOUNCEMENTS HOMES FOR SALE
11
student Programmers
CDM Technologies, Inc. 
www.cdmtech.com 
Java experience, CSC 101-103 
(or equivalent) required.
CSC 205-206, Perl, XML/XSLT, 
and UML preferred.
15-20 hours per week for at 
least one year (full time during 
school breaks).
Starting Salary:
$8.00 to $16.00 per hour, 
U.S. citizenship required. 
Submit resume by fax 541-1221 
or email; phyllis@cdmtech.com
CMRG is actively looking for 
research candidates who are 
experiencing otitis externa, 
symptoms of pain, discharge and 
swelling of the outer ear. Must be 
2 years of age or older. Please 
call 805-549-7570 for more 
information about this research 
study of an investigational 
medication. If eligible, you will be 
reimbursed for your time and 
effort.
CMRG is currently conducting a 
clinical research trial for vaginal 
yeast infection. If you’re female, 
age 12 or older, and are currently 
experiencing the symptoms of a 
vaginal yeast infection, you may 
qualify to participate. Please call 
805-549-7570 for more 
information about this research 
study. If eligible, you will be 
reimbursed for your 
time and travel.
Federal Work Study Students: 
Conference Services is hiring 
two Conference Assistants. PT 
academic year, FT summer qtr. 
Must commit through 12/2005. 
$7.25-10.00/hr. Resume 
required, positions open until 
filled. Applications and job 
descriptions in bldg. 116, rm. 211 
M -F8^:30pm . (805)756-7600
Movie Extras and Models 
Needed!
National Entertainment Co. is 
Looking to Acquire New Talent! 
State/Nationwide Productions.
All Looks Needed! 
Variety of Positions Available! 
No Experience Required!
Up To $300 a Day!
Call 1(877)CAST-DIRECT
Hotel
Housekeepers P/T 
Beach House Inn 
198 Main St. 
Pismo Beach 
(805) 773-PISMO (7476)
Make money at home taking 
surveys? Is this possible?
Find out the truth at 
www.TruthAboutSurveys.com
Student Programmers
CDM Technologies, Inc. 
www.cdmtech .com 
Java experience, CSC 101-103 
(or equivalent) required.
CSC 205-206 preferred. 
Positive attitude.
15-20 hours per week for at 
least one year (full-time during 
school breaks).
US citizenship required. 
Starting Salary:
$10.00 to $14.00 per hour 
Submit resume by fax: 541-1221 
or email: phyllis@cdmtech.com
Make money taking online surveys! 
Earn $10-$125 for surveys. Earn 
$25-$250 for focus groups. Visit 
www.cash4students.com/cspu
Hotel
Front desk, flexible 
Beach House Inn 
198 Main St.
Pismo Beach 
(805) 773-PISMO (7476)
Train to be Behavior Therapist. 
Work in education & behavior 
program for child w/autism.
20 hrs/wk. Weekends req. 
Internship possible. 1 yr. commit, 
req., Arroyo Grande 
904-9300 or 481-1511
Free BBQ today!
Meet city council candidate 
Paul Brown and
Mayor Dave Romero today in the 
UU from 11-12
FOR RENT
Great room in a house on 
Johnson. Female preferred, 
$428/mo.
Move-in date negotiable.
Call Shadya 
831-295-9082
Two rooms available in a 4 bdrm 
house. 2 bath. Nice backyard. 
With two girls off of Oceanaire. 
$550/mo. Call Monique 
805-458-3792 or 
Amy 650-245-7464
Room for rent in a 4 bdrm house 
on Highland. Spa, gym, fireplace, 
$525/mo. Call Mike 
(805) 544-5737
BOOKS FOR SALE
Business Law textbook 
Great condition 
$75
Call 805-801-1253
Place your classified nowl Sell 
your books, make an 
announcement, whateverl Reach 
the entire campus and 
downtown! Call Christ! at 
756-1143 or submit one online at 
www.mustangdaily.net
Huge house close to Poly 
3 bedroom +  loft, 2.5 bath 
640K obo. 561 Luneta Dr. 
_________ (408) 595-2815_________
Free list of all houses and condos 
for sale in SLO. Call 
Nelson Real Estate 546-1990 or 
email steve@slohomes.com
Miscellaneous
Reserve Halloween Rentals Now! 
The Sub at 295 Higuera has 
foggers, lasers, strobe, disco 
balls, blacklights, and other 
effects
lighting for sale or rent as well as 
temporary tats, wigs, hairdye, & 
more. 541-3735
SHOUT OUTS!
Go to Santa Barbara 
and party on D.R
Don’t drive back from S.B. drunk, 
stay at my pad.
$12/night/person. Includes the 
Naty. 100 spots going quick. 
Bring a sleeping bag. Call in 
advance, Corey 234-1965
Fuzzy dice drive me wild!!!
Kyla Falkenhagen is the coolest!
S H O U T O U TS !
Every Thursday, FREE! Submit it 
by Tuesday to run on Thurs! 
Call Christ! 756-1143
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Great Expectations: W  basketball geared for season
There has never been a more 
talented composition of Mustang 
womens basketball players, so 
says one assistant coach
Emily Logan
MUSTANCi DAILY
As the women’s basketball team 
prepares for the season, the coaches 
and players are making a goal to 
beat last year’s position in the Big 
West conference.
“Last year’s team finished in the 
top four in the conference and this 
year, the team has set a goal to fin­
ish in the top three,” coach Faith 
Mimnaugh said.
The coaches are confident that 
the team can reach its goal because 
this year’s squad is strong all around.
“This year’s team is the best col­
lective group of athletes, competi­
tors and skilled basketball players 
we’ve ever had here at Cal Poly,” 
assistant coach Amy Saneholtz said.
Last year was a very exciting year 
for the team and they are hoping for 
an even better year this year, 
Mimnaugh said.
“We return all but one starter 
from last year’s squad that had the 
most successful record since turning 
Division I,” Mimnaugh said. “We 
hope to send off our seniors, Katy 
Paterson, Heidi Wittstrom and 
Kianey Givens-Davis, with an even 
more memorable year.”
Saneholtz mentioned all three of 
these seniors as some of the 
strongest players on the team, along 
with sophomore Sparkle Anderson.
“Sparkle is an explosive and savvy 
player who is so much fun to watch. 
Katy IS a player who can score at 
will in the post position,” 
Mimnaugh said. “O f course we have 
several other standouts such as 
Wittstrom, who gives us a super 
scoring punch, and Givens-Davis, 
who provides solid leadership.”
Paterson and Anderson both 
earned honors at last year’s Big West 
conference. Paterson was put on
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The Mustangs hope to be in the top three in conference and to improve on last years’ record. Jennifer 
Dooley will be a big part of the equation.
the honorable mention list and 
Anderson earned a spot on the All- 
Freshman team.
Mimnaugh said that Anderson 
and Freshman Jessica Eggleston 
highlight the strengths of the team, 
which are depth and quickness. 
Anderson and Eggleston are both 
dual-sport athletes in basketball and
track. As far as starting lineups, 
Mimnaugh and Saneholtz empha­
sized that there are many players 
competing, most of which could 
contribute.
“To be honest, it won’t much 
matter who starts on this team, 
because we will be utilizing our 
depth to our advantage. So virtually.
ten players are capable of starting,” 
Mimnaugh said. Saneholtz said the 
team keeps the energy strong for 
every game and throughout each 
game, and this is one of the advan­
tages that they have.
“We plan to attack opponents 
with an up-tempo transition game
see Basketball, page 15
Womens golf 
takes first at 
tournament
MUSTANC; DAILY STAFF REl'OKT
In the prograncs’ five-year histo­
ry, Cal Poly women’s golf had won 
two tournaments.
Make it three.
Despite difficult weather. Cal 
Poly won the Golf Mart/Lady 
Otter Invitational women’s golf 
tournament hosted by Cal State 
Monterey Bay on Tuesday.
The women carded a 316 on 
Monday and finished with a four- 
person 322 total Tuesday for a 36- 
hole total of 638.
The tournament was held at the 
par-73 Black Horse Golf Course 
where the Mustangs finished eight 
strokes ahead of runner-up Chico 
State and nine in front of third- 
place UC Riverside.
Freshman Allison Wing was Cal 
Poly’s top finisher, posting her sec­
ond round of 78 for a 156 total 
and a tie for third place. Jessica 
Huss and Gina Drago both shot 
81s Tuesday following 79s Monday 
and finished tied for seventh with 
160 totals.
Jessica Fortin carded an 82 to go 
with her 81 on Monday while 
Rebecca Norris finished with an 
85 Tuesday and a 165 total. All five 
Mustang golfers finished in the top 
25 of the tournament which fea­
tured 19 schools and 101 golfers.
The first nine holes Tuesday 
were played in a steady rain, but 
the sun came out for the final nine 
holes. The start was delayed a cou­
ple hours by rain and a shotgun 
start was utilized once the rain let 
up.
C^ al Poly will host the Cal Poly 
Invitational on Nov. 8-9 at the 
Cypress Ridge Golf Course in 
Arroyo Grande. The Mustangs 
won that tournament a year ago as 
well as the Cal State San Marcos 
Cougar Invitational la.st March.
G ood things come to those M ustang kins who wait
G olden
G raham
I was alone at the outdoor media table Friday night at Mustang Stadium when the little boy 
approached.
He had wandered up to the 
nearby press box just prior, indif­
ferent like many kids to women’s 
soccer, to the Cal Poly-Cal State 
Northridge game proceeding on 
field. He couldn’t have stood 
much higher than three and a half 
feet, had a tumble of golden 
brown hair and teeth the size of
mim-seashells.
“Hello,” he chirped. “What are 
you doing?”
I silently questioned the little 
guy’s understanding of newspa­
pers. Even I didn’t start diligently 
reading the sports section until I 
was a bit bigger. Sure enough, my 
explanation of my column seemed 
to bore the tyke. I then learned 
he was six and asked if he was in 
kindergarten or first grade.
“First grade,” he said, pausing 
momentarily. “In my class we have 
a marble jar. When it gets filled 
up we get to have a party.”
I chuckled and said I remem­
bered similar things from grade 
school. Then I asked what he 
wanted to be when he grew up, a 
question I still ask fellow college 
students and myself.
“Probably a lawyer,” he stated 
with certainty. “They make a lot 
of money.”
Then he said an abrupt good­
bye and was off.
Each Mustang team has its dis­
tinct usual fans. Every home foot­
ball game, wards of the California 
Youth Authority are bused to 
Mustang Stadium, where they sit 
in the upper corner of the east- 
side bleachers, uniformly clad in 
gray jumpsuits, often rising to cat­
call the cheerleaders.
Cal Poly baseball has Herb and 
Rita, elderly Mustang fanatics 
who attend each home stand in 
1950s-style song-leader outfits. 
Once a game, when not directing 
pep chants, Rita goes and greets 
the visiting fans. It’s as if every 
game she’s living a schoolgirl fan­
tasy. Herb deserves to be Husband 
of the Year, every year.
Traditionally, Mustang soccer 
matches seem to be a haven for 
hulking drunk guys who stumble 
in late and proceed to yell at the 
refs and/or other fans, incurring 
the wrath of stadium security. 
Lately, however, the kids have 
been more noticeable (and defi­
nitely less drunk).
I’m glad they’re not home with
babysitters. While the parents, I 
suppose, are watching soccer, the 
youngsters ignore the game and 
scamper across the empty upper 
parts of the stands. Continuously.
It gets distracting as the kids ham­
mer the bleachers and yell to one 
another.
I can sympathize with their 
restlessness though. 1 remember 
the first baseball game 1 went to 
at age three. I asked almost every 
half inning, when the players 
would change sides, if the game 
was finished.
It must have been a long few 
hours for my dad and uncle.
I don’t know if I fell asleep that 
night but I would have been a 
goner at a soccer game — espe­
cially a recent Cal Poly women’s 
-soccer game. Soccer’s hard enougli 
to follow but the Mustangs only 
scored five goals in the five 
matches preceding this past week­
end and entered mired in a three 
game winless streak.
At 6-2-5 and in sixth place in
the Big West Conference, they 
needed a change to preserve hope 
of making their fifth NCAA 
Tournament in six years. That 
didn’t come Sunday in the home 
finale, a 0-0 tie with Pacific — 
and when the little kid 
approached me earlier on Friday, 
the Mustangs and Matadors were 
scoreless in the first half.
Still, good things come to those 
who wait.
I left not long after talking to 
the kid, but I hear the women did 
an about-face and scored four 
unanswered goals to shut out first 
place Northridge.
I hope the kid and his cohorts 
stopped and cheered when the 
Mustangs scored their first goal, 
just moments into the second 
half.
Graham Womack is a jotmtalism  
senior and Mustang Daily copy editor. 
Email him at galexand@calpoly.edu. 
Fan mail is highly appreciated.
